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Dissertation Abstract

The thesis of Relative Identity is that a statement of identity may be true relative to
one sortal term (perhaps ‘statue’), but false relative to another (perhaps ‘clay’). If, for
instance, a statue is chipped, losing a small but insignificant portion of the clay that
makes it up, the Relative Identity theorist may say that it remains the same statue, but is
now a distinct portion of clay. The opponent of Relative Identity, the Absolute Identity
theorist, does not admit that an identity claimmay be true relative to one sortal and false
relative to another.

Typical defenses of relative identity have been along the following lines: (i) Absolute
Identity cannot be non-circularly defined, and (ii) there are prima-facie cases of relative
identity in theworld. Both defenses are sorely lacking. In my thesis, I provide a better
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defence of Relative Identity. The Absolute Identity theorist’s response to (i) is to note
that some of our concepts are basic; they are not definable in other terms. I admit
that identity cannot be defined, but it is subject to scrutiny. I examine the relation
of identity be considering its place in contemporary metaphysics. I note that, either
explicitly or implicitly, there are many truths about identity that play a central role in our
argumentation and theorizing: that it is an equivalence relation, it is used for counting,
it is used in cross-temporal explanation, that it validates the Substitutivity of Identicals etc.
These theses are strongly supported in metaphysical argumentation, and go well beyond
the typical logical attempts at defining identity. I analyze Relative Identity and Absolute
Identity using the above theses as constraints that a theory of identity must meet.

I argue that Relative Identity best fits these theses. Relative Identity is often taken
to violate the logical restrictions on identity, but I argue that every objection along those
lines involves implicit appeal to a notion of Absolute Identity that the Relative Identity
theorist ought to reject. On the other hand, Absolute Identity theorists must reject at least
one of these theses, though which one depends on one’s overall metaphysical views. I
finish my thesis with a discussion of the ontological ramifications of Relative Identity.
I take two angles. I show that Relative Identity offers steps toward resolving bizarre
paradoxes in set theory and logic that step from our notions of absolute generality,
all inclusive sets, universal quantification etc. Secondly, I show how Relative Identity
offers resources for scientific interpretation that allows a simpler and more strait-forward
ontology for scientific realists.


